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PAR'T-A

1. The series

1S

(a) not convergent

(b) convergent but not absolutely convergent

(c) absolutelY convergent

(d) absolutely convergent but not convergent

2. The maximum value of /(x) = xL/x derfined on (q -) is attained at

(a) x=\

(b) "="2
(c) x=e

(d) x = 1/e

Let a1, Q2, "' , Qn, "' be a sequence of positive real numbers such that

:o
L"ft
n=l

converges. Which of the following netcessarily holds?

(a) )ar, converges
n=1

t. *n 
converges

-.nn=I

Lnon converges
n=L

None of the above

,-***.+ -+.+ . + - i-;.*-+.

3.

(b)

(c)

(d)

3IL4,.A
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The function

f@)=l 
*'

l-x,

satisfies that

when x is ratiorurl
when x is irrational

(a) it is discontinuous at every point

(b) it is continuous at every point

(c) it is continuous only at x = 0

(d) it is discontinuous only at x = O

5. The inverse of the element 5 in the group U(8) = lxeZg:(x, 8) = 1) is

(b) 2

(c) s (d) 7

(a)

lI 7l(6 9)e,Q3 is

Y. tt H =(x) and o(x)= 10, then the number of generators of ,Ff is

(b) 2

(c) 4 (d) 8

4

6. The order of the permutation (l

(a) 30

12 8 10 4X2 13Xs

(b) ls

(d) slo(c)

(a)

I r.b-A



g. Let G = V-under usual addition and FI = Zn :under addition modulo n be two groups. Let

f :G -+ I{ be defined by f (x) = 7 V x eZ' T];.en

(a) / is a homomorphism, one-one but not onto

(b) / is an isomorPhism

(") / is a homomorphism, onto but not one-one

(d) / is not a homomorPhism

9. The general solution of the differentjial equation

dA _dx =x _g
dxdgAx

is

(a) *2 + 92 =.

(b) (*v-4@2 +*2 -4=g

(c) x+g=O

(d) (*a- 4U2 - *" - r) = O

10" The general solution of the linear dirfferential equation

4+.4+.+9*49='g
dxo dxz dx

IS

(a) c1e-x t c2 cos (4x)

(b) c1e-x t c2 sin(x)+ ca cos(x)

(c) cye-x * c2 sin(2x)+ ca cos(2x)

(d) cyex * c2 sin(3x) + ca cos(3x)

I L4,.4 lP.r.o.



11. The general solution of the parl;ial differential equation

(*2 - a2 - "\P +2xt19Z = 2*"'0x '' du

is given by

(a) *2 * a2 *"2 = 4e)\z)

partial differential equation

+rl+(b -4!?=s
)oa

*2 *a2 =o(i)

,2 + a2 +"2 = t(:)

L2. The solution of the

a'(( a"\2
a"lt ay)

(b)

(c)

(d) u = r(I)

rS

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Z.[a@-fi- = x+aa*b

z.ta@:fi-=x-aa*b

2-z= x+ag+b

2^1;TE = x- a+b

For an equation like x2 = 0, a root exists at x= O. The bisection method cannot be

adopted to solve this equation in, spite of the root existing at x = O, because the function

f(x)=x2

(a) is a polynomial

(b) has repeated roots at x = O

(c) is always non-negative

(d) has a slope equal to zero at x = 0

6I t4-A



L4. The unique solution for the system of linear equations

would not exist, if

(a) A- B= O

(b) A+ B= O

(c) A+28 = O

(d) 2A+ B= O

15. The two-segment trapezoidal rule of integration is exact for integrating polynomials of

what degree?

(a) First

(b) Second

(c) Third

(d) Fourth

16. The line +=y=? and. the plane 2x-49+22=3 meet inr23'

(a) no point

(b) only one point

(c) finitely many points

(d) infinitely many points

I L4-A lP.T.o.



L'il . The direction cosines of x-a<is are

(a) (0, 0, 1)

(b) (1, o, o)

(.) (O, 1, O)

(d) (0, 1, 1)

1{}. Themaximumvalueofthedirectionrelderivative of q=v2O"atthepoint(1,4, 1)is

(a) 81 (b) e

(c) 3 (d) 0

19. For any closed surface S, the valur: of JJ"curl F.n ar i"

. (a) unity

(b) variable

(c) zero

(d) Any of the above

2(J. fi M arrd JV are continuous functions of x and y in the region R with boundary C, then
Green's theorem in the plane states that the value of fatuax+ Ndgf is

(a) &(# -H)**

(b) x.(H-4u*)**

(c) ll"[# -Y)**

(d) tt^(* -#)**

8lr4-A



2L. A ball is thrown at an angle of 45' from the horizontal with a speed of

VA=g-8lJZ m 
"-1. 

Then the maximum height it attains is

(a) 9.81 metres

(b) 4'905 metres

(c) 14'72 metres

(d) 19. 62 metres

A2.OxlO3kgcartravelsataconstan,tspeed of l2.Oms-l aroundacircularcurveof

radius 3O.O metres. The magnitude of the centripetal acceleration of the car as it goes

around the curve is

(a) O.4O m s-2

(b) 4.8 m s-2

(c) 8OO m s-2

(d) 96oO m s-2

A small biock slides from rest from the top of a frictionless sphere of radius R. How far
below the top x does it lose contact with the sphere?

(a) R /2

(b) R /3

(c) R /4

(d) sR /4

22.

23.

9I t4-,^ I P.T.o.



n4. Which of the follgrving statements is correct?

(a) Every LPP has at least one c,lptimal solution

(b) Every LPP has a unique optimal solution

(c) If an LPP has two optimal sr)lutions, then it has infinitely many solutions

(d) None of the above

125. Which of the following sets is not convex?

(a) {@, A: x+g<ll

(b) {F, A, *2 + v2 < t}

(c) {@, A: x + g> I}

(d) {@, A, *2 * a2 > 7)

?;6. The maximum value of f =4x+'i)y, subject to constraints x>-QV>O,2x+3y<18,
x+g> 10, is

(a) 3s

(b) 36

(c) 34

(d) None of the above

iZ7. The number of telephone calls arriying at a switchboard during any lo-minute period is
known to be a Poisson random veriable X with l. = 2. Then the probability that more
thal 3 calls will arrive during any lO-minute period is

(a) 0'13s

(b) 0-143

(c) o'159

(d) 0.r74

I":"14-h 10



(d) 4lx2

(") (1- pl)(1 - pzl"'{\- Pnl, r- ptpz"'pn

(b) (1- pr)(1- p2)"'(1 - Pnl, PrPz"'Pn

(c) r- ptpz"'Pn, 1-(1- pr)(1- pzl"'{r- p")

(d) 1-(1- pr)(1- pzl"'(r- Pn\, PrPz"'Pn

30, Let R1 and R2 be independent' Assume that

parameters n ina p, and R2 has the binomial

Then the probability of the event is

2a. A random variable R has probability

is a constant. Then the variance of

(a) o

(b) 217'

(c) 2l],2

nc*-j^cj
k
E" ci ^c*-i
i=O

n"j^"n-j

^*n ck

ncj*cx-j 
ot**n ck

nco*j^cj 
-k-{- v

2n ci *ck-i
i=O

density /n(x) = ke-L*,l, > g - 6 < x < -' where k

R is given bY

R1 has the binomial distribution with

dLtribution with parameters m and p'

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

lL,l-A 11 I P.r.o.



,PART-B

81. Therangeandkernelof r:R3 +.R3 defined byT(x, U, zl=(x+2, x+a+222x+g+32),
where R, Im(4 and ker(?) denote the set of real numbers, range and kernel of ?
respectively are

(a) Im{?)={x(1, Q 1)+y(e 1, 1) :-lr; y€R}, ker(?)={cx[ I _1):creR]

(b) Im(fl={x(l Q -1)+V(0, ! t): x, Ue R}, ker(T)={cr(_l, l, _1) :ae R}

(c) Im(TJ ={x(l Q i)+y(0 -f, -U: x,yeRl, ker(?)={c(tr r, _1):ae R}

(d) Im(?) = {x(-l O, - t) + A(O, \ I): x, ge R}, ker(?) = {cI I _ 1): c e R]

iilz. Let Sn and Kn 'be vector spaces of symmetric and.skew-symmetric matrices of order
n x n o.yer the field of real numbers. Then

(a) dirnension of Sr. =g+1, dirnension of Krr= 
n{n- 1)

"22

(b) dimension of Sr, = !y:!, dirmension of K'- n(n+ 1)

2 -- --tL 
2

(c) dimension of Sr, = n(n+7), dirnension of Kn = n(ru-l)

(d) dimension of Sr, = n(n- Il, dirnension of K, = n(n + l)

33. consider the system of linear equations x+2y+z=4,2x+y+22=5, x-!*z=L.
Then it has

(a) a unique solution at x = !, g.= l, 2 - 1

(b) only two solutions (x=\ U=7, z= l) and (x=Z g-\ z=O)
(c) infinite number of solutions

td) no solution

3'rt. The characteristic equation of a (3 x 3) matrix p is defined as
iM-Pl=)"3+L2 +2].+1=0. If f denotestheidentitymatrix,thentheinverseof pwill
be

(a) (P2+p+2r)

(b) (P2+p+11

(c) -(P2+p+Il

(d) -(p2+p+2I

1 1.4t-A I2



gS. Let A be a Qx2) matrk. with elements all =-l' a12=a2l=a22= 1' Then the

eigenvalues of the matrix ALY are

(a) 1024 and -1024

(b) ro24Jt and' -ro24Jd

(c) 4J2 and -4i2

(d) sr2J, and - s1'2Jt

36. f (zl =2, z e C satisfies which of the following?

(a) It is analYtic everywhere

(b) It is analytic everywhere except at z -- O

(c) it is analytic nowhere except a't z = O

(d) It is analYtic nowhere

3?'. The function
lz-sinz

f @ =l--F- ' z+ v

I 0 , z=O

has

(a) a removable singularifY at z = O

(b) a Pole of order 2 at z = O

(c) a simPle Pole at z = O

(d) an essential singularity at z = O

38. Let C=,{z:lzl=t}. fn"tt the value 'of the integral

, z2 + 5z+2
| 

-dz

rc (z - \(z -2)(z - 3l

IS

(a) 4ni

(c) 8ni

(b) 6ni

(d) Toni

13lL+-A lP.r.o.



39. .Let Cbe the circle centered at origin and with radius 1. Then the value of the integral

I";*
is

/^r ^ni(4, e

(c) -ni

(b) ni

(d) e-n'

4o. If f (z) = 423 - 3b2 + iz - 9, then f (zl satisfies which of the following?

(a) It has no zeros in lzl< I

(b) It has only one zero in lzl<2

(c) It has only two zeros in lzl< 3

(d) It has all the zeros in lzl> 3

4L. Let f : [g q+ R be a function such that

f (*l =lO' 
when x is rational

| 1, when x is irrational

Which of the following is true?

(a) .,f is Riemann integrable over [0, 1]

(b) ;[ is Lebesgue integrable over [0, 1]

(c) / is both Riemann as well as Lribesgue integrable over [0, 1]

(d) / is neither Riemann nor Lebesgue integrable over [0, lJ

42. Ir-t X be the set of all irrational numbers with discrete metric- Then which of the
following is true?

(a) X is complete

(b) X is compact

(c) X is connected

td) X is bounded

lL4-,4 L4



4g. Which of the following is not a metric on R ?

(a) dV, A =min{l lx-Yl}

(b) d(x, lt =1"- vlllr+ x- Al

(c) d@, A =sinlx-Ul

(d) d&, A --lx - al

1*4. The number of fixed. points of the mapping ?: (Q 1) -+ (q D defined by ?(x1 = * t"

(a) o F) 1

(c) 2 @)4

,,15. The dual space of /L is

(a) z'L

(c) t3

(b) /'2

(d) /*

,*6. Consider the set X = lO, 1\ Z 3, 4, 6 6 7) under addition and multiplication modulo 8'

then

(a) X is an integral domain

(b) Xisafield

(c) X is a commutative ring

(d) X is a non-commutative ring

47. The PolYnomial /(x) =2x2 +4 is

(a) irreducible over Q

(b) reducible over Z

(c) reducible over IR

(d) irreducible over C

I L4-A 15 I P.r.o.



4A' The splitting field of the polynomial x4 +4 over Q is

(al Q tJ-zl (b) a

(.) Q (i) (d) Q (J-2,4

49. Let G be a group of order p2 , wherte p is a prime. Then

(a) G is non-Abelian

(b) G is Abelian

(c) G is cyclic

(d) G is non-cyclic

50. Let G be a group of order 21. Then which is not correct?

(a) Ghas aSylow 7 subgroup

(b) Sylow 7 subgroup of G is norm,al

(c) Ghas3 Sylow3 subgroups

(d) G has I or 7 Sylow 3 subgroups

51. The solution of the first-order ordinerry differential equation

dU =e*-a +x2e-u
dx

IS

_2(a) e-a -e-x+n +c
2

(b) eU=ex-^ +c
3

(c) eU =e-x +x+c

.-3
It Y Jtlof er =e'- +-+C

3

I L4=4 I6



siz. The sotution of the differential equation #=*=fi*

(.) *2 -a2 =cl, x2 -22 =c2

(b) *2 *A2 =cl, x2 +22 =c2

(c) x- A= cY x-z= c2

(d) *3 - a3 = cL' x2 +22 = c2

ti3, The necessary condition for integrability of the differential equation

P(+ A Adx + Q(n A' zldA+ R(x' g zldz' = O

is

(a),(#. #).'(# .#)."(#. #) = o

(b) n(au"- #)."(# -#).,(H- #) ='

(c),(#- #).'[# -#).{# - #) ='

(d),(H-#).,(#-#). "(#-#) ='

54. For the differential equation

d2a +7(x+\du - 3^a=o
& ' -Z* dx 2x2'

thePointx=0isa/an

(a) regular singular Point

(b) irregular singular Point

(c) fixed Point

(d) saddle Point

t r4-A T7 lP.T.O.



5!i. The orthogonal trajectories'of the family A2 =4a(x+a) are the family

(a) x2 :4a(U + al

(b) a2 = 4a(x + al

(c) E2 = q(x + q)

(d) a=4o.(x2 +al

56. In the third quadrant of the xgrplapre, the qharacteristic of the differential equation

$ + J-xal u xx I 2$ + a - ry u xa + $ - JA) u va + *2 r, * U2 rs = o

ls

(a) real and positive

(b) real and negative

(c) identical

(d) complex conjugates

The elementary solution of the Laplace equation uxx * UOO = O is

(a) u(x, a; €,rt)= l,V-El2 -(g-\121,/Qn)

(b) u(x, a; E,n)=l(x-€) +@-\ll/(2wl

(c) u(x, A; E,d = lexl'-elsin(gr-d[/pn)

(d) u(x, v; €,n)= ItorJu'l$ *Gffil/Qnl

57.

58. The space form of a wave eqlration uft
u(x, A, t) =V(x, Osxikt, where k is a constant,

(a) elliptic type

(b) parabolic type

(c) hyperbolic type

(d) None of the above

= uxx + ug, under the substitution
reduces to an equation of

I L4-A 18



59. The integral representation of the srcluti.on of the initial value problem

d2u Ou
l)----= = =-, -€ <.tC < -, t > 0
dxz dt

u(x,Ol=Y , -@<.K<@
is given bY

r T -l*-El2
(a) u(x, t) = -! le 4ut dE

^l4nut 
t

(c) u(x,tl=ffi

-(x-El2
4ut dE

1 T_(d) u(x, tl = ,-= I \e4+TCUt
4ut dE,

If u(x, s) represents Laplace transform of u{x, t), then

*=t+,-e(x<-,t>o
3t' )xo

u(x, o)= Q, 9YYt9-= sin(nx)

transforms to

(a) *. "2u 
=sin(nx)

dxo

(b) 4+ - t2:u =-sin(nx)
dxo

(c) 4-sZ=sin(nx)
dxo

(d) t+ sz = -sin(nx)
. dxo

the initial value Problem60.

| 7.4-A 19 lP.T.o.



61. Newton's method for finding the positive

x.'x-. , + R
(a) I '-r

X:4.X: t
L L_L

t( p)
(b) ;l ri"r *; Iz\ ni)

r( R)(cJ ,l*r" \)

square root of R> O is

zx?+x:x:,-R
I L L_L

xi + xi-1

62. The spectral radius of the

o \/s
-r/3 0

-r /4 -r /2
ls

(a) sl6

(b) 7 l12

(c) 3/4

(d) L /s

The truncation error in quadratip interpolation in an equidistant table is bounded by

h2(a) -: -maxlf "'(Ell
v{J

h2(b) :=rnaxlf "'(Ell
r/J

92(c) .n ^ *lf -E)l

62(d) #lr,axlf "'(Ell
\tZ

(d)

20lL4-A



64. A scientist uses the one-point Gauss quadrature rule based on getting exact results of
integration for functions /(x)= 1 and x. The one-point Gauss quadrature rule

approximation for [!f Aat t"

(a) o 
=" U(ol+,f(b)l2"

(b) (b-atf(+)

,., b-"1 "(a-"I_LI.ryl .r(p=l+,f .4sll(c), ltl, i-FJ* z I .\ 2 rJsJ 2 ))

(d) (b - alf (al

OS. For a dehnite integral of any third-onder polynomial, the two-point Gauss quadrature

rule will give the same results as ttre

(a) l-segment traPezoidal rule

(b) 2-segment traPezoidal rule

(c) 3-segment traPezoidal rule

(d) Simpson's 1/3rd rule

66. The total number of generalized coordinates of a system of two particles moving on the

surface of a sphere *2 * A2 *"2 = 100 is

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) 4

I L.{'-A 2I lP.r.o.



67. If p and q are the generalized momenturn and coordinate of a Hamiltonian system

described by H= *rO'-q2), th. equatiorr of motion is given by

t-., a2q,dg*o=o(aj ---; +-
dlz dt

d2q(b) j-e= o
clt-

/^r d2q d9-o=o(c) -;--,d|2 dt

.9.

(cl) o-3 * n= o
dto

6g. Trre canonical transformation of coordinatas q and p in two-dimensional phase space is

given by e= q- p, F = q+ p. Then the corresponding Hamiltonian transformation is

given by

(a) H =217

(tr) H=H

(.:) H = -2H

(cU H=-H

69. T'he extremal of the integral ff't4'' - a'\dx, U(0)= 0 ""4 v(f)= r i'

(a) sin x + cos x

(ll) sinx - cosx

(d sinx

(,1) cosx

7C,. lthe path that minimizes the arc lengtlh of the curve between (xo, uo)= (Q O) and

[rr, Yr) = (l 1) is

(a) A@) = x F) U(xl = x2

{c) alx) = x3 (d) U@l = xa

* *'xt

t t4-A 22


